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Student teaching-getting a taste of the real thing
by Sheila Choate

Unlike college students in most
other majors, those certifying to
teach get a taste of the job
they're going into before they
even get out of school. Student
teaching provides this kind of
preview for those who are pursuing a career in education.
As a part of ·the training in
Harding's education program,
students certifying to teach are
sent out into area schools for a
nine week period in which they
observe and actually teach
classes in their field. Reactions to
this student teaching period vary
greatly.
Kay Hayes, an elementary
education major, teaches second
grade at Bald Knob Elementary
School. Discussing her experiences with teaching, she
said, "It's a lot harder than I

expected, and it's on my mind all
the time."
·
Another student, Jan Pearson,
does her student teaching at
Harding Academy. "When you're
going through college, you hear a
lot of negative things about

choir at Bald Knob, agreed with
Pearson. "If your first priority is
money, you won't go into
teaching," she said.
But there are other rewards to
teaching, Pigg pointed out. "I
just like to teach and I like to see

".... The first day I started teaching, all my doubts just left.
/love it, and I know this is what I want to do."
-Jan Pearson
teaching - poor pay and lack of
job openings -but the first day I
started teaching, all my doubts
justleft," she said. "I love it, and
I know this is what I want to do."
Leigh Ellen Pigg, a music
education major who is teaching

what comes after you teach- the
performance level the children
reach."
"Block" courses taken the
first nine weeks before students
go out and teach, help prepare
student teachers for what actual

Congressman Bethune
to speak Monday night
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College Bowl nearing completion
Ed Bethune
Congressional sessions.
In 1976, Bethune was
nominated by President Gerald
Ford for appointment as federal
judge in the Eastern District of
Arkansas.
Bethune serves on the House
Banking, Finance and Urban
Affairs Committee and the
Committee on Small Business. In
1979, he received the Legislative
Conservation Achievement
Award for his efforts in blocking
dam construction on Cadron
Creek in Central Arkansas.

Toy drive to benefit orphans
The Toy and Dolly Drive, a
service project sponsored by the
S.A., will begin on Dec. 2. The
drive will take place in the ping
pong room of the student center.
Toys collected in the drive will

selves mentally, both for the
block courses and the student
teaching. Nevertheless, with all
preparation
Harding
the
provides for its student teachers,
no one can "teach you to teach,"
she said. "That's one of those

things you have to learn by
yourself," Pigg agreed.
Most student teachers feel that
Harding
has
adequately
prepared them in most areas for
teaching;
however,
some
suggested that more could be
taught on how to discipline and
how to deal with parents. Another
area in which some felt needed
more training was in learning to
~ze childhood sicknesses.
Teaching is hard work and
salaries do not compensate for all
the hours of frustration, most
student teachers contend, but as
one student said, "The kids are
just wonderful, and this is what I
want to do. The kids need good
Christian influences."
Perhaps it's that personal
touch that keeps teachers
pouring out of Harding.

The Harding University

by Kathy Cage

Ed Bethune, recently reelected representative of the
Second District of Arkansas, will
speak Monday at 7:30 p.m. in
Benson Auditorium. His lecture
is sponsored by the American
Studies Program.
A native of Pocahontas, Ark.,
Congressman Bethune joined the
Marine Corps after high school
graduation. Mter three years of
service, part of which he spent in
Korea, Bethune was honorably
discharged as a sergeant and
returned to school.
Bethune, a former FBI agent
and county prosecutor, is a
lawyer by profession. He chaired
the Procedural Committee of the
Criminal Code Revision Commission, which rewrote the
Arkansas Criminal Justice Code.
Bethune was also chairman of
the Ninth District Federal Home
Loan Bank Board, which serves a
five state area, for four years.
Bethune became the first
Republican representative of the
Second District in more than 100
years. He was selected chairman
of his freshman Congressional
class for both the first and second

teaching will be like. Courses in
the block offer practical instruction in how to teach a
particular subject and how to
deal with classroom situations.
Hayes suggested that certifying students prepare them-

be distributed to orphan's homes
around the area. A list of homes
where the toys will be taken is to
be posted next to the club boxes.
Additional names of orphan's
homes may be added to the list by
anyone.
The S.A. will provide toys in the
ping pong room to be purchased,
from $2-$4. Toys may be bought
elsewhere for the drive and
brought to the ping pong room.
According to drive director,
Juli Baker, the S.A. would like to
have toys that the students made.
There will be an award given to
the student with the most original
gift.
There will also be an award to
the club with 100 precent participation in the drive.
A list will be placed on the S.A.
door after Thanksgiving for
people to sign who can take the
toys to the homes in areas close
to where they live.
"You may feel it is trouble to
participate, but please keep in
mind how much it will mean to
the kids at the homes," Baker
said.

by Jimmy Allen
Harding University's new
College Bowl competition is off to
an excellent start, according to
both faculty and student participants.
The College Bowl, in its first
year of operation at Harding, is a
team quiz game which matches
the wits of two, four-member
squads. The team members are
called upon to answer quickly
and accurately a variety of
questions dealing with liberal
arts.
Harding is now involved in
intramural competition. From
this competition, an eventual
winning teain will be selected as
Harding's varsity to compete in
the regional games which will be
held at Texas A & M.
Intramural team winners, plus
four other random competitors
chosen by the faculty coordinators, will compete against a
number of teams from Louisiana,
Texas and Arkansas.
"We're really happy with the
way the program is going," said
Dr. Dennis Organ, one of three
faculty coaches, including Dr.
Larry Long and Dr. Fred Jewell.

College Bowl teams eotru~ete.
"The level of competition had
added, "It's exciting. You've got
exceeded our highest exto make a spilt-second decision
on whether or not to hit the
pectations. The students are
answering many questions '' ' buzzer. It's just a matter of
correctly that we felt were exputting skill and wits against the
tremely difficult."
clock."
The coordinators are also
"The whole thing about the
pleased with the 26 teams which
College Bowl is that it's fun!" Dr.
are participating in the comLong said in summary.
petition. Texas A & M. for
example, has only 22 teams
Semifinal competition will be
participating from a much larger
held in the American Studies
student body, Dr. Organ said.
Auditorium ' at a time to be anJoe Alexander, a member of
nounced later, while finals are
the thus far undefeated "Searcy
scheduled for Dec. 11 in chapel,
Cerebellums" team, agreed and
Dr. Organ said.

Chandler elected President of Student Senate
At the Arkansas Student
Congress recently held in Little
Rock, Bob Chandler, a member
of Harding's Forensics team,
was elected President of the
Senate. Anita Eagan and David
Satterfield received excellents in
Committee Work; Anthony
Perrim received a superior in
Committee Work, and Chandler a
superior in Parliamentary
Procedure at the meeting.
The Forensics team, sponsored
by Dr. Patrick Garner, involves
both debate and individual event
competition in speech. The team
has participated in several
tournaments, and has received
several high placings in the
competition.

The debate team consists of
three senior teams and a junior
team. The senior team includes
Bob Chandler and Anita Eagan;
Dal Narramore and Phillip
Gould; David Satterfield and
Anthony Perrim. The junior
team includes Jodee Hobbs and
Keith Hodges. In the individual
events, Harding is represented
by Greg York, Tracy Crum,
Barry Fisk, Cliff Thompson and
Jo Mathews.
The first tournament was held
in Oklahoma City at Oklahoma
Christian College where 25-30
other schools competed. Harding
tied for fourth place in Senior
Debate, with Phillip Gould
placing third in Informative

Speaking and Cliff Thompson in
Poetry.
At the tournament held at
Bethel College in Newton, Kan.,
in which 15 other schools participated, Harding placed second
in Senior Debate. Bob Chandler
placed second in ExtemporarY'
Speaking and won the Best
Speaker award in Debate.
This past weekend, the team
went to Central State University
In Edmond, Okla., and Tracy
Crum won second in Dramatic
Interpretation while Greg York
received a second in Oratory.
This week, the team goes to
Houston Baptist for their last
tournament for the semester.
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Editor's Corner

Time to g_
ive thanks
in spite of 'monsoon'
Harding's "monsoon season" officially began last Friday when
three inches of rain doused the campus and left it looking like a
bowl of soggy oatmeal.
Students filtered into classrooms, shaking off rain from their
folded umbrellas, while outside the temperature fell to a low 41
degrees.
Amid the icy drizzle, peQple with dampened spirits muttered
complaints such as "I hate tb1s weather," "Why does it always
have to rain so much here?" "There go plans for Saturday at
Wyldewood" and "I'm sick of this mess."
I, too, complained. Like everyone else, I was wet, and I was cold.
But, hovered under my umbrella on the way to class, I thought
for a moment and, amid the drizzle, remembered all the things I
had to be thankful for. An umbrella that opens and closes. Warm,
dry socks to change into. A cozy bed to sleep in.
Now, as Thanksgiving day approaches, all of us need to come out
of the rain of negative thinking for awhile and remember the good
things we have to be thankful for in our lives.
The Thanksgivi.Dg season itself is a blessing. It' comes at an
opportune time, providing a break from the non-stop studying
routine. The holiday provides an opportunity to be with family or
friends and to take part not only in a feast of food , but in a feast of
renewed love as well.
In our list of things to be thankful for, we need to recognize the
blessings of attending a school like Harding. A Christian environment prevails here, and that is perhaps one of our richest
blessings. Furthermore, even Harding's academic pressures serve
as a blessing to help us grow and mature.
Our friends are probably our most unrecognized blessings. We
live and laugh wit\t them day by day, but rarely do we just sit down
and think of how thankful we are for them. Now is the time to do
just that.
Also filling our lives with blessings are the families we left back
home who give us constant love and support. They helped shape us
into what we are, and they continue to be a backbone of love and
security in our lives.
But perhaps the most important blessing we should stop and
remember during this time of thanks is our right to be Christians.
We reap a bounty of spiritual blessin~ because of the love God
had in sacrificing Christ for us.
Thanksgiving. lt's the reason that reminds us, even amidst a
"monsoon'' ofrainand cold, that there are blessings to give thanks
for.
-Beth Parker •
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From the Inside looking out .......... . ..... . .. Boo Mitchell
•

Alii want is the truth
by Boo Mitchell
Henri Bergson once said that
some incidents that take place in
life deserve to be called "highrate comedies." Perhaps this is
what Bergson was talking about
when I overheard these particular conversations . . . .
A Sidewalk Conversation
Guy: Hey, how are you?
Gal: Hi, Mike! (excited)
Guy: Yeah, I saw you out there in
the rain walking barefoot.
Gal: My sandals were coming
apart so I just took them off.

lnnervisions ....... . .......................... Gary Hanes

-An open letter to God
Uear Father,
Sometimes I do not understand
the things that go on in this world
and why events happen just the
way that they do. Sometimes I do
not understand why You allow
certain things to occur.
Sometimes I wonder why a good
man is persecuted and supressed
while untrue ideas are allowed to
run rampant and seem to have so
much power.
. Sometimes, even now, I have
doubts about You and I continually deny Your existence by
ignoring You in my thoughts and
actions. Despite this, You remain
b>: my side and in my heart,
protecting, guiding, loving. I
hope that, through your help, an
ever-growing porti~ of Your
knowledge may become my
~wledge and that Your power
may become my power.
Thank You, Father, for the
breath and blood that power my
physical body. Thank You for the
flowers and trees, for the sky's
clouds and the ocean's waves.
Thank You even for the
mosquitoes and the volcanoes
because I realize that all things
are Your creation and that there
is a purpose behind each minute
element and quantity.
Thank You most of all for every

brother and sister You have
provided me with, both those
within and without the faith.
They fill my life with joy and
happiness and make me able to
continue when I would sooner
quit.

Help me to realize that true
spiritual and emotional growth,
the sort of growth that is pleasing
in Your sight, can come only
through the struggling caused by
obstacles, and that true love will
bloom,
be
tested
and
strengthened only by the pain of
heartache.
Help me to be willing to suffer
on Your behalf, on the behalf of
truth and justice, wherever that
pursuit may take me. Teach me
to use the love with which YO\i
flood my soul to truly feel both
the agonies and the ectasies of
this life.
Give me the hope to persevere
through struggles, the strength to
bindle the pain, and the Wisdom
to see beyond the heavy veil fjf
this world and catch a vision of
your eternity, in which all these
thidgs are a aecessary part.
May I never be conformed to
this world.Jn ways that are
wrong, but "lllay I also never
separate myself from the people
of this world, the people whom

..
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you made and love, to the extent
that I can no longer relate to their
joys and sadness, to the extent
that I can no longer effectively
share with them the Answer I
have found to our common
problems.
May I always be real to them
and to myseH, but, most importantly, may I always be real
to You. May I always realize that
my life should not be one free
from problems, but it should be
one possessing the power to
cheerfully deal with the problems
that do face it.
I have so much of a journey
ahead of me, Father. At times I
am on the mountaintops and I
feel Your . presence intensely.
Occasionally, I fall into a crevice
or a pit, but I always feel confident that as long as I rely on
Your word and Your spirit as my
guide, l will not fail!
Let not the temptations of
intellectualism
or
institutionalism, conceit or self.
criticism lead me away from a
dependence upon Your grace and
my quest for truth. You are truth
and You are love, and I will
.a lways love You.
Your undone
but trusting son,
Gary

He: Uh, I think the movies are $1
each .
She: Then I'll need $2?
He: No, you better bring about $5
or $10 - we may go eat pizza.
She: But you promised~ me a
steak dinner.
He: OK, bring $20.
She: Is there anything else we
need?
He: No, no, I guess that's all.
She: Is it raining outside?
He: Yeah, yeah.
She: Then we'll need an umbrella?
He: Yeah, yeah. And hurry- the
cab's waiting.
(Curtains close.)

Guy: Uh, how was that English
• • • '?
Gal:· (Interrupting) What were
you looking at me for anyway?
Guy: You had dropped your
books, but bilck to the subject of
EnglGal: You saw me drop my books
on the sidewalk in the rain and
you didn't even come over and
Guy: Look, I was just trying to
Gal: Sure, sure, that's what they
all say.
Guy: About that English test?
Gal: That's the only reason you
came over here, huh? To ask me
about what's on the English test?
(becoming irate)
Guy: No, I just wanted to find out
how hard the test was.
Gal: You wanted me to give you
the answers!
Guy: No, I was just on my way
over to the Science Building and I
thought I'd start up a conversation ....
Gal: You don't care about me;
you just care about the English
test!
Guy: But I ....
Gal: Hyou feel that way, you can
just leave!
Guy: I just wanted to ask you
how hard it was. (starts to leave)
Gal: Well, if you really want to
know, this is what was on the test.
(hands him a piece of paper)
Guy: Right, A-B-B-C-0-C-A-B.
I'll see you, Joan.
Gal: It's Penny, not Joan. I hope
I never see you again.
<Curtains close.)

Statements of Interest:
Jerry Falwell, leader of the
Moral Majority, telling the
scriptural reason for why
America should have an arms
~uildup: "Jesus was not a sissy."
Anita · Bryant confessed to
taking drugs and committing
adultery saying about her
marriage, "I felt like a caged
animal, smothered, stymied, and
I saw that he (Bob Green) was
miserable, too."
Mrs. Bryant ironically had
written earlier in her life a boUt
called, ''The Perfect Marriage."
Mrs. Bryant, who recently
divorced her husband, plans to
marry Larry Stripling Jr., who
became an instant millionaire
when he sold $70 million worth of
windows to Saudi Arabia.
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'lbeDate
He: <comes into girl's lobby) Deb
in 302.
She: Yes. (answering intercom)
R~eptlonist: Visitor in lobby.
He: (she appears) Ready for the
date?
She: Yeah.
He: Hey, listen I really don't
have any money. I was wondering if you'd let me borrow
some ....
She: How much do I need?
(beading for stairs)
..
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Greg Morrison

'No beards' policy detrimental to students and school
Dr. Ganus sagely reminds us in
chapel constantly, "You knew
that you would have to give up
certain practices when you came
to Harding. It's simply part of the
compromise." I .agree with Dr.
Ganus up to a certain point. The
Harding student .is subject to
Harding rules; however, that
does not prohibit the student
questioning some of the dictates.
One particular policy that has
been locked in a stalemate
controversy for years· is the issue
of male students having the right
to grow a beard.
The "almighty word" is passed
down from administration that
the reasoning for such a
restraining policy is that it
simply makes Harding males
look clean and scrubbed. Mter
all, a visiting guest might see a
young man with facial hair and
flee in hysteria. It is ironic to note
that James Harding, the man
whom the school is named for,
can be seen with full beard in his
portrait in the library.
Certainly, there is more reason
than that for banning beards.
Since the policy has no scriptural

basis (and I would challenge
anyone to prove me wrong),
there must be something more
important at stake. Could it be
that several high volume contributors disapprove of young
men having beards; hence, the
threat of frightening away
dollars is too great for a more
reasonable and realistic platform?
I will contend that this policy is
detrimental to both the student
and the university; its harms are
basically two-fold. First, it
discourages many male students
from attending Harding. It
denies them both an excellent
education and a moral environment. The "if they won't
comply they can go elsewhere"
aWtude shows a com{l_lete lack of
care and undenltanctiJ!g for an
individual's personal rights. I
would seriously question such an
attitude biblically.
Secondly, the policy is
inherently dangeroJJS. A rule
based upon a whim to retain
financial support from certain
factors cuts completely against
every grain of Christianity
taught by this institution. I. will

challenge the administration for
sound reasoning for not allowing
beards, Is it simply a matter of
what "looks nice"? Do beards
distract young ladies? Exactly
how and why did the prohibition
begin.
I often hear fellow male
students grumbling about the
beard policy, yet their complaints never rise above a soft
grumble. Perhaps we have been
conditioned to rebuke .change in
any form. Just because
something has existed for a
prolonged period, does not mean
that it is a sound or just institution. The beard code, if
anything, deserves to be
·examined logically.
A change in policy can be
accomplished by either the
faculty - administration development complex, the Board
of Trustees,« the students. The
problem is that everyone is
afraid to move first. As a
preliminary step, the facultyadministration - development
council sectOI' alone owes the
students a meaningful dialogue
about the controversy. They owe
it not only to the students, but to

would be to form an organized
effort. The administration must
know their feelings about the
matter.

themselves and their own coilscience. If the policy is to be
retained let it first be justified.
If the students are not pleased
with the ruling, the first step

Feedback. • • • mail to box 1192
Dear Editors:
This letter is in response to Bob
Chandler's letter regarding the
conservative political movement
of groups such as the Moral
Majority.
The biggest fear about the
Moral Majority seems to be that
the separation of Cbruch and
State is In danger. Separation of
Church and State is a check on
government, not the churches.
The Constitution says that
Congress may not establish a
religion as the national church of
the United States, nor can state
government do so. The MOI'al
Majority is not advocating in any
-way a state religion - simply a
moral government.
Moral Majority does not
declare to have the "divine way
of the Lord." No one would say
God has endorsed any particular
candidate. God is the Lord of
conservatives and liberals.
The Moral Majority and other
groups such as the Roundtable
are coalitions of concerned
Americans working for a com-

mon goal · - a moral and
responsible government. Every
member works on its own issues,
such is the structure of a
coalition. No one is required to
work on every project or to
agree with every project.
Our elected officials who are
sometimes seen in less than
sober condidtions, taking bribes,
dancing with strippers and in
other questionable activities
could use a few sermons from
America. The Moral Majority's
goal is trying to get America
back to 'the God-fearing llJltion
she once was.
Should we take God away from
our schools, our businesses. our
lives - then why should we not
include Him in our government?
Sincerely,
Nancy Henley
Gary McClanahan

WHEN IT COMES
TO TRAVELING
ARE YOU TIRED OF
THE ORDINARY?

~

A Pilot's License Will
Make A Difference
In Your Life.
You'll gain a whole new perspective when
you learn to fly. New experiences, new
friends and a new kind of se~-confidence
are all yours when you become a pilot.
It will add zest to your life just as it has for
lhousands of Diller interesting people.
Try it yourself wilt\ a Special Discovery
Flight which includes apre-flight briefing, a
supervised flying experience with you at the
controls, and apost flight review -all for
only $20.00.
LORIMAR..-

Call or come out to

"THE FISH THAT SAVED PIITSBURGH"

Searcy Air Taxi
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Dear Editors,
I am a Band member and have
been for the past four years. This
year at Homecoming I almost
decided to quit Band altogether.
1bis was not because of the Band
or the director of the Band, but
the feeling was caused by the
football coaches.
During the Homecoming game,
the Band was asked to quit
playing while the ball was in
play, because the players
couldn't hear the signals being
called by the quarterback.
What would they do at a large
university with the game attendance well over 10,000 people?
I have never heard the crowds at
large universities quiet down
during the game just so the
quarterback could call his
signals.
' Are our quarterbacks so weak
that they can't shout their signals
over our small Band? The purpose of our group at football
games is to promote team spirit
and that is very hard to do when
we are not allowed to play during
the game.
How would it look if we just
showed up for half time and then
left? I'm sure you will agree that
it would not look good at all!
Maybe the football-team needs to
find their real problem instead of
blaming it on the Band.
·I don't believe the Band has
ever rea.lly received the
recognition it deserves and 1
think it is past time for it.
Where is the support for us like
the football team gets? 1bey
•Iways have the money they need
to get equipment and good
players, but the Band is using the
same instruments tbey started
with when the Band was first
formed and our schoiBrshiP& for
members are not near what the
football team receives.
Why not just drop the Band if it
doesn't make that much difference?
I believe it is time to stick up
for groups that don't get enough
reeognltion.
Sincerely,
Paul D. Mowrer
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Seminar aimed to help self-esteem Pep and Stage Bands "Enhancing SeH Esteem" was
the topic of the fall social work
seminar held Friday, Nov. 14.
The first speaker was Liz
Lucker. She is currently a school
social worker involved with
Parkview High School in Little
Rock. She spoke on the importance of having seH-esteem
and helping others build up their
own seH-esteem.
Ed
Sanders,
assistant
professor of Bible at Harding,
spoke on "Accepting the Unchangeable.''
Dr. Neale Pryor, professor of
Bible, discussed the topic of
"Building up your Spouse's SelfEsteem.''
Dr. Lew Moore, assistant
professor of psychology spoke on
the topic "Recognizing the
Danger Signals."
Joe McReynolds, assistant
professor of library 'science,
talked on "Building SeH-Esteem
in Teenagers."
"This is excellent experience
for the student,'' remarked Mary

Shock, assistant professor of
social work. "This type of work is
such an important part of the
social work profession. It gives
the public good, accurate information on topics relevent to
today's society. And it gives the
student first-hand experience on

setting up seminars of this type."
The social work seminar is part
of the class requirement for
seniors enrolled in Social Work
451.

The seminar was funded by the
sociology and social services
department.

'The Pit' begins tonight
"The Pit," a one act play, will
be performed in the little theatre
tonight and tomorrow at 8
p.m. The play is directed by a
traveling Russian propagandist,
Zoltan Karpathy, and the cast
includes Scott Cody, Cliff
Thompson, Kim Swink, Charles
Dupre, and Kevin Uebelein.
"The Pit" is a crazy comedy
that bas to do with little Mary
Alice Vegetable, a three and one
half year old girl who falls into a
deep dark hole.
Scott Cody, who has the
starring role, said of the play:
"Gene Shalit hasn't seen it yet,
but if he did he would give it four
stars. My mother hasn't seen it
and I'm glad. If everybody else
never sees it, I'll be hurt to the
quick!"
Admission for "The Pit" will
be 25 cents in order to defray
royalty costs. The entire cast
urges everyone to come to the
little theatre this Friday and
Saturday night with dates,
friends, relatives, pets, and lots

of quarters. The show starts
promptly at 8 p.m. both evenings
and will be over for the beginning
of the late movie.

Nursing Society
inducts members
Nine·women were inducted into
the Harding University Nursing
Honor Society Nov. 11, at 7:30
p.m. in the Olen Hendrix
building.
New Nursing Honor Society
members are three Harding
students, Mary Copeland,
Barbara Grey, and Cindy Lapp;
five faculty members, Susan
Bumpus, Vicki Keck, Nancy
Leslie, Jerry Myhan, and
Geraldine Chrewsberry; and one
Searcy resident, Patty Woods,
who graduated from Harding in

begin spring programs
Two subgt9t1ps of Harding's
concert band, the Stage and Pep
Bands, will soon begin their
respective programs.
The Stage Band, directed by
senior m,usic educaiton major
Mark Hudson, made .its first
appearance yesterday for the
Executive
Women 's
International in Little Rock.
Hudson feels that this year's
group; composed of 22 members,
"is the best group I've seen in the
three years rve been with the
Stage Band."
" We usually don!t start our
performances this early in the
year," Hu~n added, "but this
will be a good start for next
semester."
The Stage band also performs
during Spring Sing, makes a
chapel appearance and holds a
concert toward the end of the

year.
Directed by Jan Syles, the Pep
Band will make this year's debut
tomorrow at tbe Bis<>n's first
home basketball game.
Composed of 30 members, the
Pep Band performs at all home
basketabll games and, according
to Dr. George Baggett, professor
of music, can be called a
"miniature band" because it
contains most of a larger band's
instrumentation, only in smaller

numbers.
For the last three years, the
Pep Band has also played at the
AIC District 17 basketball finals ,
even though the basketball team
was not in the playoffs.
Members of both Stage and
Pep Bands are chosen from the
Concert band in tryouts based
mainly on attitude and dependability as well as music ability.
BUFFET TIMES
Monday·Friday .... . ... . 11·2
Sunday .... . ..... . ... . . 11-2
Monday & Tuesday Nite •• . 5-8
This include all the pizza and salad
you can eat.

$2 89

1975.

This year, Harding's Nursing
Honor Society is working to
become part of the National
Honor Society, Sigma Theta Tau.

B" single topping thin pizza

BUDGET SKI TRIP

9·9.c

For Ollly. • •

for$1.25

$289 per person

You c•n

Q. .

Mr. Victor Durrington, of
Wichita, Kan., and Mr. and Mrs.
Wenston Dell of Freeport, Ill.,
announce the engagement and
upcoming marriage of their
children Vicki and Chris.
They will be married Dec. 12 at
7 p.m. at College Church of Christ
with Dr. Jack Ryan officiating.
Durrington received her
degree in Elementary Education
in 1980 and is presently doing
graduate work here. She was a
member of Regina Social Club, A
Cappella Chorus and Who's .Who.
Dell is a senior psychology
major, a member of Chi Sigma
Alpha Social Club, A Cappella
Chorus and Who's Who.

25• Carry-out charge

DINE·IN ONLY
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Dell and Durrington

20¢ X Age

WEDNESDAY NITE SPECIAl,.

Now the best kept oecret
in S.arey is finally revealed!

Dec 26-Ja n 3 -

Children under 12

•

INCLUDED FEATURES:
• Round-trip bus Memphis to Winter Park, Colorado leaving Fri., Dec.
26, return Sat., Jan. 3
• Rustic accommodations 6 nights at the Sitzmark.
• Free transfers to ski slopes.
• Free transfers to town, restaurants, and shopping.
• Sleigh rides, Tubing and Ice Skating for nominal fee.

SATURDAY DAY SPECIALS
Sandwich with
salad bowl

Of.._...,.'*"' "*•·

LUNCHEON SPECIAL

No carry
outs

Everyday
Sandwich and Salad Bowl

$2.89
SPAGHETTI SPECIAL

ACCOMMODATIONS:

Wednesday and Thursday

Clean, basic rustic bunks in men's ond women's dorms. Each room
has 16 bunks. For $35 per person additional you can have small basement room for 2 or 3 persons. These are basic and rustic and offer color TV, AM-FM radio and some privacy.

only

$1.39
$1.99

with salad bowl
Dine·ln only.

DEPOSIT AND RESERVATIONS:
A deposit of $75 per person is required. For details call:

One 1 0" single
topping thin crust
pizza with 2
salad bowls and
2 large drinks

$5.50
no

carry outs

THESE ARE PIZZA INN'S
· EVERYDAY SPECIALS
NO COUPONS NEEDED
ALL SPECIALS ARE VOID
WITH OTHER DISCOUNTS

Plzza irut

World Travel, Inc.

G}OO ~ oFthtf111ings]tJrfiDve.

2600 E. Race Street

908 East Race

Poole's Styling Center
Anyone can make you hair shorter.
But for a precision cut come to Poole's.
We do all types of Perms

268-4291

268-4107

Searcy, Ark

Nina's Health Center
1906 E. Market St.

Searcy, Arkansas

--

WE HAVE FOUR STYLISTS

Call for Appointment.
All Types of Styles & Perms

.•....•.•...•.•.•••.....•..••••..••• Coupon ....................................

OPEN 7:30A.M.- 5:00P.M. TUESDAY-SATURDAY
Northside of Court Square
268-4127
STYLISTS: DEAN, DIANNE, KEITH, MITCH

10% discount to all holders of Nautilaus cards on all
vitamin and protein products.

'

t ............................................................................... :

I

To all students: Buy 2 bottles of any Vita Plus Vitamin
products, get bottle of Vitamin C FREE. 100 size 500 mg.
Vitamin C.

SCULPTUR-KUT
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'Serving as a microphone'

Foster interprets for the deaf at College church
by Skip Bradley
Those attending the Colltlge
Church of Christ may have
noticed a woman who stands in
the right front part of the
auditorium and motions with her
hands. The woman is Mrs.
Sharon Foster, wife of pulpit
evangelist Dale Foster, and the
motions she ma'kes are sign
language interpretations to the
•
deaf.
A deaf ministry of sorts has
existed for "years and years" at
the College congregation, Mrs.
Foster said. But, she added, it
has always been a "private type
thing." The church had provided
an interpreter for anyone who
was deaf, but it was done in the
back or to the side of the
auditorium or in the balcony, she
said.
However, when Bill Clark, an
experienced signer from Searcy's Cloverdale congregation,
placed membership at College
church, the ministry was moved

to the front of the auditorium.
Does Mrs. Foster feel a bit
strange standing in front of more
than two thousand people waving
her hands in the air?
"Yes, I do," she said without
hesitation. "It's a real strange
feeling. You have to sort of block
out everything there except who
you're interpreting to."
It's especially awkward for a
woman to interpret sermons for
the deaf, said Mrs. Foster,
because people think that women
are violating the scriptures by
''preaching.''
Mrs. Foster explained that
interpreting sermons was "really
not preaching," but rather,
simply
serving
as
a
"microphone."
Many female Harding students
know how to sign, but, Mrs.
Foster said they refuse to stand
before the congregation for fear
of being criticized.
"We're hoping I'll act as a role
model," said Mrs. Foster, "to

Hours: 8:30-6:30

268-5338

encourage more women students
to help out (in the deaf
ministry) .''
Currently, about eight people
sit at the front of the auditorium
on an average Sunday and
participate in the deaf service,
Mrs. Foster said.
1\c.tua lly, only Aubry and

Sharon Foster
Peggy Hill are members of the
congregation who are truly deaf.
They are accompanied by five or
six other people who can hear but
are there to improve their dactylological skills.

STATE FARM

Most of these are members of
the small sign language class
that meets at 3 p.m. Sunday
afternoons at the College church
building.
Translating during worship
services, though it is excellent
practice for the sie;ner. is also
very difficult, Mrs. Foster said.
"It's a very tiring thing
physically and mentally," she
said. "Your hands get tired . . . .
Youfeelthe burden (mentally) ..
. . You have to think so fast."
Rapid thinking is necessary in
a deaf ministry for several
reasons, Mrs. Foster said. For
one thing, most deaf people have
difficulty picking up abstract
thoughts and symbolism through
sign language, owing to its obvious limitations.
In addition, there is not a sign
for every phrase or idea that may
come up in a sermon, Mrs. Foster
pointed out. When this happens,
the signer may have to stop and
spell out a word letter by letter.
For that reason,· the alphabet is
the first thing signers usually
learn, Mrs. Foster noted.
Another difficulty Mrs. Foster
mentioned was that one sign may
stand for many things, depending
on the area of the country one is
from. Because of this, the signer
also moves his or her lips to help
the deaf person ascertain the sign
being given.

In addition to these difficulties,
the fact that Aubry and Peggy
Hill have almost no Old
Testament background presents
Mrs. Foster with an interpretation problem.
For instance, Mrs. Foster said
that instead of signing "To
Canaan's land, I'm on my way,"
the interpreter must remember
that this is an Old Testament
allusion and sign "To heaven,
I'm on my way."
"Dale (Foster) is doubly hard
to translate since he speaks
faster than most preachers and
. strings together more scripture
references," Mrs. Foster said,
referring to an additional difficulty of translating at College
church.
Mrs. Foster said she has been
known to spend eight to ten hours
in advance preparing to translate
one of her husband's sermons.
Now, she says she has enough
experience to keep up without
preparation - "cold turkey" as
she calls it.
Many times, Mrs. Foster jests
with her husband about her interpreting. "I hope my hands
know what you said, because my
mind didn't," she has told him,
indicating that a signer eventuall~ becomes "automatic. Such
proficiency, however, comes only
after hours and hours of practice," Mrs. Foster said.

Our holiday gifts
ore at full stock now.
Select them before the
supply runs out.

INSURANCE

®

FOR INSURANCE CALL
Vernon Rogers

FREE estimate on printing

268-8638
1311 E. Race Ave.

James Bogle R. Ph.

Bob--Davis R. Ph.

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

/

r

i~~~~

Stale Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

OF SEARCY, INCORPORATED
219-221 W. ARCH AVENUE- SEARCY, ARKANSAS 72143
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BUTT SEAM MATTRESS ...................... .. S 35"'
3·D LAP SEAM (overlapped seams, easy-fill with
stand·up comen; fewer welds) .•..•.•.•.. .• S 50"
AIRFLOAT (air chamber prev- "bottoming out";
dampens wave action; 20% lighter) ••....• •• , S 7r1"
DREAMWEAVER (inorganic fiber-filled and water;
wa...._) ... ...... .. ... . .. .. .... .... . . . . $120'"
AIRFLOAT DII£AMWI:o\VEJ .... ... . .. . . . .. . .. ... S1l'"'
FITTED UNERS, any size ..................... ... S '1()11
MARK 6 Aqua QuHn HEATER •••••..••.••.•• • . , $ """
...OZ. bottle BLUE MAGIC (water conditioner &
chemical additive) •.•...•.••••.•••.••.. •.• S 211,
ALL & DRAIN KIT, faucet hardware, pump, Blue Magic$ 6"'
SPECIAL PACKAGE** ...... . ........ ..... . ... . . $105'11'1
I
1
(lndudes 1 fitted liner, 1 lap mattress (any size),
1 +oz bottle Blue Magic, 1 Mark 6 Heater)
• • ATTN GROUPS: for 3 or more pkgs. deduct ($500) per package ordered~$
I.
TOTAL ENCLOSED:
All prices include postage & handling; no C.O.D. orders. Please allow 3 weeb for
delivery, UPS. Prices su&ject to change.
Print Clearly. Thil ia your Mailing Label.
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Movie Reviews .................................................................................... Jay Perdue

~Ordinary People' a film
"Some films you watch, others
you feel."
The advertisers for Paramount
Pictures took the words right out
of my mouth. The movie they
were describing, "Ordinary
People," is a sensation, a film so
keenly tangible it will stir your
soul.
Alvin Sargent's screenplay,
from Judith Guest's novel, is the
powerful story of a family
recovering from the death of a
son.
The surviving younger brother,
Conrad (Timothy Hutton),
feeling disconsolate and guilty,
attempts suicide, is hospitalized,
undergoes shock treatments anC.
comes back to his family and
school, continuing his therapy
with a psychiatrist, Dr. Berger
(Judd Hirsch).
But the really disturbed one is
his mother, Beth (Mary Tyler
Moore), who cannot show love to
him or even empathy. (She didn't
even visit him in the hospital.)
Conrad is scared, unsure of
everything, and in all-around bad
shape. He's trying· to rebuild his
frazzled life, but he needs her
love. Hen~ the sturdy scaffold
of a sound family.
Beth is unfeeling toward
Conrad. In one sequence, as he is
obviously attempting to connect
with her and they are on the brink
of a deep discussion, the
telephone rings and Beth ans~rs convivially to an unheard
questioner, "Oh no, I'm not busy
at all."

Then there is the sequence in
which Beth cannot bring herself
even to be photographed with
Conrad. You feel the hurt that
Conrad has been feeling for years
- a taut, knot-like tightness in
your chest, his feelings of pain
and desperation.
All the while her husband,
Calvin (Donald Suthetland), has
been trying to excuse away the
gaping chasm between mother
and son. Finally even he can no
longer rationalize
Beth's
inability to connect.
Robert Redford, in his directing debut, has produced a
masterpiece saturated in sen-

sitivity and perceptiveness. He
saw something behind that AllAmerican smile of Mary Tyler
Moore - the troubled tension
that erected a facade of sociable
coziness.
Redford is sure to be
nominated Best Director in this
year's Academy Awards. I would
estimate this film will receive
about four . other Oscar
nominations, too.
Mary Tyler Moore is. beyond
belief. Judd Hirsh is artistically
within ·belief. Donald Sutherland
is incorporating. And Timothy
Hutton, so reminiscent of Anthony Perkins, is magnetic,

you can feel

portraying the perturbed mind
striving to express goodness.
There is ample vulgar speech
to render this film its "R" rating.
But if ever there were a film in
which rough language could be
justified or condoned, this is that
film. The beauty of this portrait

of life's calamities and love's
perseverance is far too lustrous
to b~ easily tarnished.
From the simple, classic
opening titles to the cooly
guileless conclusion, "Ordinary
People" is entertainment extraordinaire.

The Racquet
Center
119 E. Center St.
DOWNTOWN SEARCY

SUPER SALE ! ! !
All Racquetball racquets 40% off

Tftr(!i
od

RacQuetballs and Handballs Y2 price
Seamco 600's, 444's, 559's and 558's
Z-balls and S\.lper Z-balls

·~

Eyeguards y, price

We haYe gijfB for ctlte
hracle cJC affordahle

3 styles

All Warmups 25-50% off

prices. 'Free <bi5t wrappiq~
~ .
Jot. N. wpr'I'M\

Sean.-u(--"

Owners -

Coach & Mrs. Elliott

268-4830

Next Bison

Dec.12

Engagements
Bridals
Weddings
Families
Banquets

-•
0

Hours by Appointment '
268-9304
Tuesday-Friday

Let Your
Money Be A
Money Maker
For You.
THE MONEY MAKER ...
Th.e New Checking/Savings Plan
At First National Bank.

9:30-5:30
Saturday

9:00-12:30

First National Bank

CLOSED MONDAY

268-9304

Dillin- West
Photography
1202 E. Market
(Across from Echo Haven)

P.O. Box 608 • Searcy, Arkonsos 721.43
Member FDIC

TELEPHONE: 268-4211
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Bisons drop Tigers;
Conference record 3-7

Fundamentals win for Bisons
plained. "We had an excellent
offensive team, our statistics
were very impressive, but
defensively we just didn't get the
job done. And of course, you
always need more backboard
work, too."
To improve in these two areas,
the roundballers must return to
fundamental basketball, Bucy
indicated.
"We're just staying with basics
a lot more than we have in the
past," continued Bucy. "I think
we've made a mistake in the past
by trying to go into deeper things
of basketball rather than staying
with basic fundamentals. Basic
fundamentals is what's going to
win for you, and we just haven't
been fundamentally sound."

by Ron Norwood
After a year in which the Bison
basketball team lost half of their
games by six points or less,
Coach Jess Bucy leads an improved group into the 1980-81
season.
"We have a lot of players back
with a year of experience. That
should be worth something,'' said
Bucy. "We lost a bunch of
ballgames by two, three, four
points. We should be a much
improved team this year. The
players are working very hard."
When asked to name the
weaknesses of last year's squad,
Bucy cited defense and
rebounding.
"Last year our problem was on
the defensive end," Bucy ex-

The Black and Gold enter their
first home game tomorrow night
armed with greater experience
and proven offensive ability.
"I think we'll be a good offensive team," Bucy said. "We
have four or five fellows who
started a great deal last year,
and they're familiar with what
we're trying to do. And we'll be
able to shoot the ball well. We do
have several fellows who are
good shooters."

Returning for the Bisons this
year are seniors Keith Terrell,
Ricky Treadway, and Tim Flatt;
juniors Charles Gardner, Alan
Pearson, David Presley, and Jim
Salings; and sophomore Hubie
Smith.·
They are joined by Kenny
Keys, ·a
transfer
from
Merrimack Junior 'College in St.
Louis, Tommy Tabor, an
Alabama Christian College
transfer, and freshmen Allan
Gibbons, Lawrence McNutt, Jim
Robinson, and Phillip Wade.

Ken's
Sebring Style Shop
106 West Race Avenue

Wedding lnvitation·s

NORTH SIDE OF SQUARE
Searcy, Arkansas

... ask about our personalized
invitation with photo of couple.

268-7808

BY APPOINTMENT

PERMS- SEBRING CUTS

Banquet

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

.
.
.
, ~· .

JACK MADDOX

SEDAING

by Ken Bissell
The Bisons ventured to Tiger
land last Saturday to take on
Ouachita Baptist University
(OBU). When they returned
home Saturday night, they owned
possession of the striped pelt as
they humilia:ted OBU 34-20.
Harding took advantage of
Ouachita's careless mistakes by
cashing four turnovers in for
touchdowns in the game.
The Bisons opened the game
with Jay Graham kicking off. For
the first few minutes, neither
team could get a drive going and
each
squad's
first
two
possessions resulted in punts.
On the Tigers' third drive,
Lafe Caton intercepted a Robert
Jayroe pass at the 19 yard line
and returned it 17 yards to the
Ouachita two yard line.
From there, tailback Eugene
Carodine dove over for the score.
The Bisons led &-0.

KEN ROBISON

programs
place cards
invitations
pho~ogr~phs

HARDING PRESS
on the Campus

Across from Science Building
HERMAN WEST, Mgr. - Ext. 341
D
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Have you got the bug?
We can relieve you
of all your· misery
and send dad the bill.
Wouldn't he love that?
11

Score number two came only
eleven seconds later when Caton
recovered a Tiger fumbl(l,
From there, on first down,
quarterback Kyle Blickenstaff
hit slotback Greg Poston for the
touchdown. Carodine ran for the
two point conversion and the
Bisons took a quick 1W lead.
Several plays later, Klay
Bartee intercepted a Tiger pass
for a touchdown. Graham converted the PAT, and the Bisons
jumped ahead 21..0 with 11:40 left
in the first half.
Another Tiger fumble left the
Bisons with a 28-() score at
halftime.
After receiving the second half
kickoff, Caton returned the ball
47 yards to the Ouachita 46 yard
line.
pass
from
A 24-yard
Blickenstaff to tight end Durwood Dry resulted in a touchdown and a ~ lead.
The Tigers put their first points
on the board on their first drive of
the second half.
Watty Strickland, replacing
Jayroe as quarterback, led the
Purple and Gold corp as he threw
for 56 yards on the drive. Baggett
bulled over from the six yard line
for the score, btit Chris Slaten
missed the extra point and the
score stood at 34-6.
Early in the fourth quarter, the
Tigers scored again. Following a
quick kick by Blickenstaff, which
travelled 62 yards, the Tigers
marched from their own five
yard to score in 12 plays.
The Tigers' scoring play came
on a slotback reverse by Carter
for 24 yards. The two point
conversion attempt failed , so the
score was 34-12.
Ouachita ended the scoring late
in the game.
Baggett was responsible for the
Tiger score, grinding up the
middle from a yard out. Jayroe
found split end Ed Jackson open
for the two point play and the
score stood at 34-20 until the
remainder of the game.
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Swim tearri looks for second place
by Ron Norwood
In spite of the loss of some of

their point scorers, the young
Bison swimming team is whipping up the waves in pursuit of
another second place finish in the
AIC.
"We have about eight freshmen who are all working hard,"
said coach Jack Boustead. "We
began officially on the first of
October, and since that time
they've built up their yardage to
about 3,500 yards.
"We have two or three who
have been on high yardage teams
in the past who are presently
putting in 6-700 yards a day, five
days a week," continued
Boustead. "Consider 40 lengths of
the pool is 1,000 yards, you get an
idea of the amount. of yardage

that they're putting in, and yet
we're not approaching where we
need to be. We need to be in yet
higher yardage."
Coach Boustead praised his
divers for the success of last

by Ken Bissell

of Central Arkansas Bears.
The Bears sport a record of 8-0
going into the game and a 5-0
mark in league play.
Thirty-eight lettermen return
from last year's 7-2-2 Bears'
squad and among them are three
potential
offensive
AllAmericans. Quarterback Randy
Huffstickler, who threw for 2,143
yards last year and established
an AIC record, returns for duty.
Huffstickler broke his leg in an
industrial
accident
last
December but worked hard over
the summer to rehabilitate it and
gained 20 pounds in the process.
His favorite target is Ron
Mallett, an All-American last
year who caught 31 passes for
1,054 yards and held a spectacular 34 yard average.
Tailback Vaughn Edwards
gives the Bears a balanced attack. Edwards gained 2,357 in his
first two seasons at UCA to be the
first Bear baCk to gain over 1,000
yards in two consecutive years.
Defensively, the Bears are led
by All-AIC linebacker Harold
Lewis and noseguard Otis
Chandler. Last week, the Bears
allowed the Henderson State
University Reddies a lone touchdown enroute to a 30-7
shellacking.
Coach Ken Stephens has
compiled a record of 58-31-6 while
at the helm in Conway. Included
in the list of victories is a 42-6
trouncing of the Bisons last year.
In that contest, Huffstickler
combined with Mallett on four
touchdown passes, covering 136
total yards.
Harding enters the contest in
hopes of playing a spoiler's role.
H a victory comes to the BiSons
tomorrow, it could be the biggest
spoiler win in AIC history.
Kickoff is at 2 p.m.

Tomorrow, the Bisons g~ up
against the top ranked NAIA
team in the nation. the Tlniv,.Nitv

year's team.

"Our divers are a definite part
of the swimming team. Last
spring, the divers, really gave. us
the second place finish that we
enjoyed, and this year we're
strong again in the diving
department."
Hendrix, traditional shoe-in for
the AIC swimming crown, did not
graduate any of their swimmers
last year, but according to
Boustead, Harding has the
capability to be a challenge to
them.
"We, to really be competitive
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MIKE LYNCH RECEIVES BRUCE GAITHER AWARD- Harding
junior Mike Lynch (left) was named the first recipient Of the Bruce
Gaither Award, to be presented annually to the outstanding member of
the Bison track team.

Lynch receives Gaither award
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510South Highland

with Hendrix, need to continue
encouraging young men from the
university to come out and swim
who have the time and will
dedicate and work hard,"
Boustead said.

Bisons to meet UCA Bears
in last home game tomorrow

323-2312

Memphis, TN

Harding's pole-vaulter Mike
Lynch, a native of Bivins, Texas,
was named the first recipient of
the Bruce Gaither Award which
will be presented annually to the
outstanding performer on the
Bison track team.
The Gaither Award is named in
honor of the late Bison high

jumper Bruce Gaither who was
killed in an automobile accident
Dec. 21, 1979. The 1lx16 plaque
was donated by the Sub-T 16
men's social club, of which
Gaither was a member.
Lynch is an NAIA AllAmerican track performer and
has recorded a 16-9 vault. He is
an All-Arkansas Intercollegiate
Conference honoree and was
selected as a member of the
NAIA District 17 All-8atr team
which competed against the
national team of Mexico in
Mexico City in 1979.
Present for the award
presentation were Mr. and Mrs.
Ferrol Gaither of Conway,
parents of the late athlete.
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It's the real thing. Coke.
Trademark

Real life calls for real taste.
For the taste of your life - Coca-Cola.
" Coca -Cola " and "Coke" are reg•stered trade -marks whtch tdenttfy the same product of the Coca Cola Company.

Bortl ed "nder the AJtl-->:;r,ty of the COCA COLA BOTTLING CO . OF ARKANSAS, Searcy, Arlc .
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